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[57] ABSTRACT 

A logical block is disclosed for decoding a data sequence 
encoded by a convolutional code, in Which a given number 
of states are to be evaluated. These given states are assigned 
the given number of state memories Which store an associ 
ated path and an accumulated distance value. The given 
number of state memories are associated With parallel pro 
cessing blocks Which each have, as the smallest group to be 
processed in parallel, tWo state memories to be read from 
?rst and second parallel processing blocks, and tWo state 
memories to be Written into third and fourth parallel pro 
cessing blocks. Optimum memory organization permits 
simple parallel processing and reduction in circuit complex 

25 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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LOGICAL BLOCK FOR A VITERBI 
DECODER 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention generally relates to signal decoding 
and more particularly to a logical block for decoding a signal 
Which is encoded by means of a convolutional code de?ned 
at the receiving end. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a logical block for decod 
ing a signal Which is encoded by means of a convolutional 
code de?ned at the receiving end at each sampling instant by 
one out of N possible states. These N possible states are also 
referred to as a “data channel”, because all N possible states 
at the receiving end must be evaluated and thus correspond 
to a predetermined data channel, so to speak. This speci?c 
encoding technique is described in detail, for example, in an 
article by A. J. Viterbi entitled “Convolutional Codes and 
Their Performance in Communication Systems”, IEEE 
Transactions on Communications Technology, Vol. COM 
19, No. S. October 1971, pages 751 to 772. A. J. Viterbi 
developed an ef?cient algorithm for carrying out maximum 
likelihood detection of such convolutional codes. Such an 
algorithm is commonly referred to as the Viterbi algorithm 
or “Viterbi decoding”. At the transmitting end, the redun 
dancy of arbitrary data sequences is increased by appending 
additional data. Protection of the data to be transmitted or 
stored is not achieved by incorporating an internal 
redundancy, but the redundancy is selectively added to the 
data. This makes it possible to transmit arbitrary data 
sequences in protected form, Whereby convolutional coding 
is universally applicable. One application in the consumer 
electronics ?eld is the protection of digitiZed audio data 
Which are either transmitted in any form or originates from 
a digital storage medium Which is error-prone because of its 
high storage capacity. 
At the receiving end, a probability analysis is made over 

a plurality of received data Words to determine Which is the 
most likely data sequence, Which then corresponds to the 
original information. Erroneous decoded data do not only 
affect a single bit of the respective data sequence, but the 
perturbing effect is distributed over a Wide range of the data 
sequence. Thus, the effect on the individual data Word 
remains relatively small, so that the decoder can reconstruct 
the correct, error-free contents of the original signal to make 
them available at its output for further processing. 

The logical blocks for implementing a Viterbi decoder are 
very large, since not only a large range of the received and 
reconstructed data sequence needs to be stored, but also the 
data sequences that Would have arisen if the currently 
received data Words had been meant differently at the 
transmitting end and Were misinterpreted due to errors or 
disturbances. 

In the Viterbi decoding process, all N possible receive 
states are examined at each sampling instant as to hoW Well 
they match the received data. This is done by comparing 
theoretical expected values With the received data Words. 
Each of the N possible states is assigned a ?xed digital 
expected value Which depends on the respective Viterbi 
encoding technique used. The comparison betWeen the 
received data Words and the expected values is made using 
a distance or difference computation. The smaller the dis 
tance value, the higher the probability that the state currently 
being examined is actually assigned to the received data 
Words. By continuously accumulating the distance values, 
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2 
the probability consideration is extended to the sequence of 
already received data Words, so that the most likely sequence 
Will, in the course of time, have the least accumulated 
distance value. Through this cumulative evaluation, a single 
error “disappears” in the sum of errors. 

The continuous evaluation of the added distance values 
thus results in a large number of data sequences With 
different probabilities, Which must be updated after each 
data clock pulse at the latest. The individual data sequence 
is referred to as a “path”. In graphical form, cf., for example, 
FIGS. 5 and 7, the individual paths can be represented in a 
trellis diagram. The trellis diagram has a horiZontal time axis 
With the successive sampling instants, While the vertical 
direction represents the N different states in a sort of roW 
arrangement. According to the received data, the transitions 
from one state to the next are evaluated by determining the 
respective distance betWeen expected value and received 
value. Since each state can be reached from at least tWo 
preceding states, a selection is made in the sense that in the 
case of multiple transitions, only the respective transition 
With the smaller or the same accumulated distance value is 
used. In the trellis diagram, the graphic sequence of the 
individual transitions represents the respective path. If the 
accumulated distance values are entered at the intersections 
of the trellis, the most likely path is readily apparent from the 
trellis diagram. The individual paths tend to differ initially, 
but for relatively old sampling instants, they merge into a 
single path Which is obviously free from errors, i.e., Which 
contains the sequence of original, error-free states. It can 
thus be assumed that the states in this range are correct, so 
that the original data, hereinafter also called “candidates”, 
can be determined therefrom by inverse Viterbi coding. 
Thus, at each sampling instant, the most likely candidate is 
determined, Which is added to the sequence of candidates 
already determined, so that the sequence of original data is 
restored. 

This short description of the Viterbi decoding technique 
shoWs that a great number of data have to be processed, 
stored, and reloaded in real time, since for each of the N 
possible states, both the associated paths and the accumu 
lated difference values must be determined and stored. In 
each cycle, besides the determination of the neW distance 
values, of the accumulated distance values, and of the neW 
transitions, reloading the data of all stored paths takes place. 
This is readily apparent from the trellis diagrams of FIGS. 
5 and 7. 

It is, therefore, an object of the invention to provide a 
logical block of reduced circuit complexity for a ?exible 
Viterbi decoder Which is suitable for incorporation into a 
monolithic integrated signal-processing circuit and for pro 
cessing high data rates. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is a logical block for decoding a 
data sequence encoded by means of a convolutional code 
Whose data channel to be transmitted is de?ned at each 
instant of reception by one out of a number of possible 
states. The logical block includes a given number of state 
memories, each storing an associated path and an accumu 
lated distance value. The given number of state memories 
are associated With parallel processing blocks, in each of 
Which the ?rst state memory and the second state memory 
are read from and the third state memory and the fourth state 
memory are Written into. The ?rst, second, third, and fourth 
state memory, to be processed in parallel, are the smallest 
group in a parallel processing block, each of the ?rst, 
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second, third, and fourth state memory being linked via four 
distinct transitions. 

The present invention further includes control and arith 
metic hardWare for determining neW contents of the given 
number of state memories from ?rst and second data 
sequences received by Way of a stored table and a respective 
?rst and second delay device. The control and arithmetic 
hardWare further includes a distance computer, operator 
hardWare, and selection hardWare. 

The distance computer computes neW ?rst and second 
distance values for the group including each of the ?rst 
through fourth state memories by comparing the ?rst and 
second data sequences With expected ?rst and second data 
values stored in the table and assigned to a respective one of 
the four distinct transitions. The distance computer further 
calculates accumulated distance values for each of the four 
distinct transitions. 

The operator hardWare selects, Within the group including 
each of the ?rst through fourth state memory, one of tWo 
possible transitions for each of the third and fourth state 
memory, depending on a smaller of the accumulated dis 
tance value, and determining a given candidate from the 
oldest transition of the associated path. 

The selection hardWare is utiliZed to determine a mini 
mum distance value from a plurality of the accumulated 
distance value, and thereby to select the transition Whose 
associated candidate is delivered as an output bit. 

With the above hardWare, Writing neW contents into each 
of the third and fourth state memories of the current group 
of state memories takes place, particularly for the fourth 
state memory yet to be read from in a subsequent group of 
the state memories stored in the table, via the ?rst and 
second delay devices. The ?rst and second delay devices 
serve to compensate for the time difference betWeen the 
reading of old contents and the Writing of neW contents in 
the current group of state memories. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention Will be better understood With reference to 
the folloWing illustrative and non-limiting draWings, in 
Which: 

FIG. 1 shoWs schematically a prior-art circuit for forming 
a convolutional code; 

FIG. 2 shoWs pulse graphs for the circuit of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 shoWs data and state sequences for the circuit of 

FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4 shoWs a scheme With N=4 states and the associated 

transitions for the circuit of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 5 shoWs a trellis diagram for the circuit of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 6 shoWs a scheme for N=8 states With a memory 

analysis according to the invention; 
FIG. 7 shoWs tWo detailed trellis diagrams referring to 

FIG. 2; 
FIG. 8 shoWs the architecture of a logical block according 

to the invention; 
FIG. 9 shoWs the distance-value determination by a time 

diagram; and 
FIG. 10 shoWs an advantageous formation of ranges 

during the distance-value determination. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

The present invention provides an advantageous architec 
ture for a Viterbi decoder Which permits a substantial 
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reduction in circuit complexity. Through the architecture, 
the heavy data traf?c in the decoder is so organiZed that the 
simultaneous data traf?c in the logical block remains limited 
to a narroW space. This is achieved by an optimum storage 
organiZation through Which the great number of data bus 
lines near the individual state memories can be substantially 
reduced by means of electronic sWitches or multiplexers, 
While only a minimum of data lines is needed for the more 
remote data buses. This also simpli?es the address arith 
metic units since a control signal locked to a system clock 
suf?ces to sWitch the electronic sWitches. Through the 
entirety of the features recited in the claims, an optimum 
memory organiZation is achieved. 

Preferred embodiments relate to the formation of the 
distance values using systematic properties. The distance 
computation is further simpli?ed by approximation meth 
ods. The resolution of the distance determination is 
increased by an advantageous formation of ranges, Without 
the need to process additional signal bits. This increases 
noise suppression, particularly at high noise levels, and 
yields a substantial improvement in quality at only little 
additional cost. 

FIG. 1 shoWs a prior-art circuit for forming a convolu 
tional code. A data source q generates an original data 
sequence sq, Which is Written into a shift register rq of length 
K=3. The length K of the shift register is generally greater. 
The data sequence sq stored in the shift register contains the 
three successive bits or data values x(k—2), x(l<—1), and x(k), 
the latter being the youngest bit. The individual sampling 
instants are hereinafter denoted by k. In accordance With 
P=2 coding polynomials, neW code Words a(k) and b(k) are 
formed from the stored data values. These code Words are 
formed in the encoder vc by simple addition of the stored 
data according to the functions g(a) and g(b). The a- and 
b-code Words formed at the instant k are converted to serial 
form by means of a combinational circuit co, e.g., a 
multiplexer, and are outputted as a coded data sequence a, b. 
In the coding process, at least tWo code Words a, b are 
formed at each sampling instant k; in more sophisticated 
encoders, hoWever, even greater numbers of, including four 
code Words can be formed. 

In the coding and decoding technique, the data sequence 
stored in the shift register rq plays an essential part, and this 
is referred to as “state st(k)” at the instant k. The respective 
state st(k) is formed by the existing data sequence, i.e., by 
the data up to instant k-l, because the neWly added bit (k) 
has yet to be evaluated. 

FIG. 2 shoWs schematically With the aid of a timing 
diagram hoW the convolutional coded bit sequence a(k), b(k) 
is formed from the original data sequence sq in accordance 
With the polynomials of FIGS. 1. It can be seen that the neW 
bit sequence a, b has tWice the bit rate of the original bit 
sequence sq. The code Words a, b formed at the respective 
instants are given. 

In FIG. 3, the formation of the data sequence of FIG. 2 is 
shoWn in a slightly different manner, namely over the 
respective contents of the shift register rq and the resulting 
code Words a(k), b(k). From the respective state st(k) and the 
neWly added bit x(k), the code Words are formed in accor 
dance With the tWo polynomials g(a), g(b). This is shoWn for 
the instants t5 to t11 of FIG. 2. On each sampling clock 
pulse, the contents of the shift register rq are shifted by one 
place, so that the neWly added bit x(k) Will move into the 
state range st(k) and Will be shifted on until it reaches the end 
of the shift register length K=3 and leaves the shift register. 

Another representation of the Viterbi encoding technique 
is illustrated in FIG. 4. It also corresponds to the polyno 
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mials of FIG. 1, and thus to the coding in the Viterbi encoder 
vc. The representation shows eight different state blocks, 
Which are composed of the four possible current states st(k) 
and the four possible subsequent neW states st(k+1). The 
scheme looks exactly the same if the past state st(k—1) is 
shoWn on the left-hand side and the current state st(k) on the 
right-hand side. Each of the state blocks is assigned one 
possible bit combination of a state st(k) or st(k+1). The 
individual state blocks are arranged in an ascending or 
descending bit sequence. 

The circuit blocks on the left-hand and right-hand sides 
are interconnected by directed lines, Which symboliZe that 
only particular subsequent states can be reached from each 
state. This becomes apparent, for example, if the corre 
sponding data sequence sq of FIG. 1 is inserted. The 
left-hand state blocks st(k) correspond precisely to the 
situation of the shift register rq of FIG. 1, With the neWly 
added bit x(k) assigned to the respective transition line and 
entered at the right of the state block. If the current state is 
00, for example, a neWly added 0 bit Will also produce the 
state 00. If the neWly added bit x(k) is 1, hoWever, the neW 
state Will change to the bit sequence 10. From the scheme it 
is apparent that each neW state can folloW from tWo different 
states. The a- and b-code Words a(k), b(k) assigned to each 
transition are shoWn on the right-hand side of the scheme, 
and are located right next to the associated transition. 
Different polynomials g(a), g(b) of different encoding tech 
niques do not change the basic structure of the state scheme; 
only the coded values a, b at the individual transitions 
change as the polynomials change. 

FIG. 5 shoWs the encoding of the data sequence of FIG. 
2 in a trellis diagram, Which, as mentioned above, is very 
useful in encoding or decoding. The individual states st(k) 
are represented in roWs, and the horiZontal axis is the time 
axis t. According to the different sampling instants k, dif 
ferent states are reached one after the other, With all suc 
cessive states connected by a so-called path p, p‘. Above the 
trellis diagram, the a- and b-code Words are given for each 
instant k. The connections betWeen the individual states, i.e., 
the path, form a serrated curve. The trellis diagram of FIG. 
5 shoWs tWo parallel paths p and p‘, Which depend on 
Whether the state in the shift register rq is vieWed as in FIG. 
1 or Whether a previous state is assumed. In FIG. 5, the path 
p‘, corresponds exactly to the condition of FIG. 1 and FIG. 
2. Where the path p‘ intersects the respective trellis 
intersection, the bit value of the original data sequence sq 
has been entered in a circle. Since the time axes of FIG. 2 
and FIG. 5 are identical, the relationship betWeen the path p‘ 
and the original bit sequence sq and the coded signal a, b is 
readily apparent. 

FIG. 6 shoWs another state scheme in Which the individual 
states have three bits. This gives N=8 possible states st(k) 
and just as many for the subsequent state st(k+1). ShoWn 
beloW the diagram are the tWo associated polynomials g(a) 
and g(b). Although the state diagram is more extensive than 
the state diagram of FIG. 2, it shoWs correspondences in 
essential points, Which are utiliZed for the invention. Again, 
groups of four state blocks are connected by four respective 
transitions. The state blocks Which belong together are 
denoted by identical capital letters, the state blocks Abeing 
set off. 

FIG. 7 shoWs tWo detailed trellis diagrams Which must be 
seen in conjunction With FIGS. 1 to 5 and relate to the same 
sampling instants t5 to t11. The original data sequence sq of 
FIG. 2 is to be encoded by means of the polynomials g(a) 
and g(b) of FIG. 1. In the time range t5 to t8 all transitions 
Which are possible according to FIG. 4 are shoWn. In FIG. 
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6 
7, the receiving end is considered, Which cannot be certain 
that the received coded data a, b are correct, so that accord 
ing to Viterbi, all transitions and states have to be examined. 
Expected code values a, b Which folloW from the state 
diagram of FIG. 4, are assigned to the respective transition 
and are compared With the received code values a(k), b(k), 
Which are given above the diagram of FIG. 7. If the expected 
code Words and the received code Words are identical, the 
error value 0 is obtained for this transition. If equality exists 
in the case of one code Word and inequality in the case of the 
other, the resulting error corresponds to the value 1. If the 
tWo code Words differ, the error has the value 2. Since each 
trellis intersection can be reached via tWo transitions, the 
transition having the higher error value is excluded. In FIG. 
7, this transition is shoWn dashed, and the selected transition 
is shoWn as a solid line. The individual trellis intersections 
are rectangular and contain the accumulated error value. At 
the instant t7, for example, the error values 2, 0, 2, and 1 
have accumulated in the four states 00 to 11. At the instant 
t11, the corresponding error values are 1, 3, 2, and 3. It is 
apparent that the path starting from the state 00 at the instant 
t11 is probably the correct path, because altogether it has the 
least errors. The associated trellis intersections have been set 
off as rectangles With double lines. 

To represent the effect of an error, instead of the correct 
signal b=1, an incorrect signal b=0 Was received in FIG. 7 
at the instant t9. Thus, the error value 1 occurs in the correct 
path at the instant t9 for the ?rst time, While the state located 
thereabove detects an error-free transition. If no error had 
occurred at the instant t9, other accumulated error values 
Would have resulted, Which are given at the respective trellis 
intersection on the loWer right. 

The selection of the transitions depends on Which transi 
tion provides the least accumulated error. It is quite possible 
that the respective transition error is the greater one. From 
the diagram of FIG. 7 it can also be seen that some paths 
have no continuation toWard younger time values, i.e., they 
“break off”. On the other hand, it can be seen that if the 
individual paths are traced back in time, all paths merge into 
a single path, Which is then to be regarded as the most likely 
one. For example, When tracing back the paths from the 
instant t11, one Will get into the correct path at the instant t0 
at the latest. 

The above trellis diagram is again shoWn in the loWer part 
of FIG. 7, With the trellis intersections shoWing not the 
accumulated error values, but the associated bit values. For 
the sake of clarity, the excluded transitions, shoWn dashed in 
the upper diagram, have been omitted in the loWer diagram. 
The bit values shoWn at the trellis intersections folloW from 
the respective transition, see also FIG. 4. This reconstructed 
bit value is identical With the associated bit value of the 
original data sequence sq. At this point the effect of the 
Viterbi encoding has been reversed, Which corresponds to 
the desired decoding. 
The reconstructed bit sequences of the most likely path 

(p) from instant t8 to instant t11 are shoWn at the bottom of 
FIG. 7. 

FIG. 8 shoWs schematically the logical block of a Viterbi 
decoder according to the invention. The architecture takes 
into account that the basic operations can be performed 
essentially in parallel. Reference is again made to the state 
scheme of FIG. 6. The state blocks A1 to A4, Which are set 
off there, form a closed group Which contains all exchange 
able information for the Viterbi operation. Associated With 
each state block are memory devices m (cf. FIG. 4) for the 
respective path p and the respective accumulated distance 
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value D, Which are not shown in the state scheme of FIG. 6 
for the sake of simplicity, and Which are known per se. The 
?rst and second state memories A1, A2 contain the infor 
mation Which is needed to form the neW contents of the third 
and fourth state memories A3, A4. According to the basic 
rules of the Viterbi decoding technique, logical operations 
are performed in an operator BP, Whose data inputs are fed 
With the contents of the ?rst and second state memories A1, 
A2. To form the neW accumulated distance values D, the 
operator is also supplied, from a distance computer DR, With 
the respective 1 and 0 distance values d1, d0 for each of the 
tWo transitions, Which determine the distance to the logic 0 
and 1 levels. These are absolute distance values, Which 
folloW from the analog received levels of the code Words 
a(k) and b(k) and possibly further code Words. For distance 
computation, expected values a‘ and b‘, and others are 
required, Which can be read from a table T in a table memory 
MT for the respective state st(k) being examined. The stored 
table may be reprogrammed if necessary, or may be present 
in different sets so as to be able to process different Viterbi 
codes. Finally, the operator BP, Writes the neW contents via 
delay devices V1, V2 into the third and fourth state memo 
ries A3, A4. 
When organiZing the N state memories m according to the 

invention, it is possible to use only a single set of N state 
memories and nevertheless process one or more groups in 
parallel. This is made possible by the delay devices V1, V2, 
Which, for example, retain the information to be Written into 
the fourth state memory A4 until the old contents of the latter 
have been read for processing in another group, in FIG. 6 
group C. The ?rst state memory A1 poses no problems, since 
the neW contents have to be Written into the third state 
memory A3, Which has already been read as the ?rst state 
memory A1. This corresponds to a conventional Write-back 
of modi?ed memory contents into the same memory. The 
second state memory A2 is also unproblematic, since it must 
be loaded With neW contents only in the subsequent group B 
so that the read and Write operations Will not result in any 
con?ict situation. 

If the second group B is considered, it can be seen that it 
behaves quite similarly to the ?rst group A, but it is not so 
readily apparent that the state memory B3 does not require 
a delay device during Writing. By contrast, a delay device is 
again required in the case of the state memory B4 because 
the equal-position state memory C2 is read only in the 
subsequent group C. It is even possible to process the A and 
B groups and the C and D groups in parallel in the same 
manner, Whereby the processing speed is doubled. Since real 
Viterbi decoders have to process 64 states, for example, such 
parallel processing blocks prove to be extremely 
advantageous, the more so if the amount of circuitry 
required is only insigni?cantly increased. 

The memory organiZation With the associated read and 
Write buses becomes particularly simple if the N state 
memories m, arranged according to binary ascending states, 
are assigned the numbers 0 to N—1 and then divided as 
folloWs: the even-numbered state memories from 0 to N/2 
into a ?rst area ET (=even top); the odd-numbered state 
memories from 1 to N/2-1 into a second area OT (=odd top) 
the even-numbered state memories from N/2 to N—2 into a 
third area Es (=even bottom); and the odd-numbered state 
memories from N/2+1 to N—1 into a fourth area OB (=odd 

bottom). 
After the formation of these areas, neW numbering can be 

undertaken, in Which each area begins With a start value 
(e.g., 0) and ends With an end value N/4-1. All members of 
a group (e.g., group A) then have the same number, which 
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8 
also is to be regarded as an increment address. This memory 
organiZation is used in the logical block of FIG. 8. By means 
of electronic sWitches or multiplexers S1 to S4, the respec 
tive data buses required are sWitched betWeen the individual 
areas and the operator BP. Aclock generator CL provides the 
necessary control clocks e, r, W and the system clock cl. The 
incrementing and its control are not shoWn in FIG. 8. 
The operator BP also feeds the accumulated distance 

values D and the associated candidates Ki to a selection 
circuit AW, Which determines the least distance value Dmin, 
and thus the associated candidate Ki Which is delivered as a 
reconstructed output data value o(k). The minimum distance 
value Dmin is multiplied by a Weighting factor 1/g, (e.g., 1/4) 
and fed to a subtrahend input of the distance computer DR, 
this value Dmin being continuously subtracted from the 
accumulated distance value D to prevent over?oW. 
The absolute distance values d1 and d0 are determined in 

accordance With the representation of FIG. 9. The received 
analog signal r contains the digital information as a logic 0 
or a logic 1 according to the predetermined voltage levels u1 
and u0. The respective deviation value d0 or d1 from this 
voltage level provides the above 0 or 1 distance, Which is 
quantiZed according to the resolution of an A/D conversion. 
The average voltage level urn forms a neutral value Which 
is used in the puncturing procedure. This, as is Well knoWn, 
reduces the data rate to be transmitted When Viterbi decod 
ing is performed. 

Since, as shoWn in FIG. 10, the predetermined voltage 
range betWeen the levels u0 and u1 can be decomposed by 
a predetermined number of bits into an even number of 
ranges only (cf. range A), this applies to both the absolute 
distances and the relative distances. The relative distances 
have nothing to do With the actual voltage differences but 
only denote the quantiZed relative positions by means of 
binary numbers. A neutral value or neutral distance dn, 
Which denotes precisely the average voltage um, can only be 
formed by means of an additional bit. This, hoWever, does 
not improve the resolution, cf. range B With 2.1 bits. In order 
that the additional bits can also be used for the entire logic 
range from 0 to 1 to improve the resolution, the range is 
divided into an odd number, e.g., 25-1, of quantiZation 
ranges by multiplying the determined distance values d0, d1 
by (2B—1)/2B. Thus, the individual ranges are regularly 
reduced by a small value, so that an additional range is 
obtained. This provides the odd-numbered quantiZation 
ranges. B is the number of bits With Which the individual 
quantiZation ranges are encoded; the resolution of the A/D 
converter is ?ner than the resolution With the B-bit relative 
distance information. In any case, the middle one, 2B/2-1, 
of the quantiZation ranges (1 to 7, see FIG. 10, range 011), 
has the same binary value 011 as the neutral position dn. 

It should be understood that the embodiments described 
herein are merely exemplary and that a person skilled in the 
art may make many variations and modi?cations to these 
embodiments utiliZing functionally equivalent elements to 
those described herein. Any and all such variations or 
modi?cations as Well as others Which may become apparent 
to those skilled in the art, are intended to be included Within 
the scope of the invention as de?ned by the appended 
claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A logical block for decoding a data sequence encoded 

by means of a convolutional code Whose data to be trans 
mitted is de?ned at each instant of reception by one out of 
a number of possible states, said logical block comprising: 

a given number of state memories, each storing an asso 
ciated path and an accumulated distance value, said 
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given number of state memories being associated With 
parallel processing blocks, each of Which, as a smallest 
group, including ?rst, second, third, and fourth state 
memories to be processed in parallel, said ?rst state 
memory and said second state memory being read from 
and said third state memory and said fourth state 
memory being Written into, each of said ?rst, second, 
third, and fourth state memories being linked via four 
distinct transitions; and 

control and arithmetic means for determining neW con 
tents of said given number of state memories from 
received ?rst and second values of said data sequence 
by means of a stored table and respective ?rst and 
second delay devices, said control and arithmetic sec 
tion including: 
distance computing means for computing neW ?rst and 

second distance values for the group including each 
of said ?rst through fourth state memories by com 
paring said ?rst and second data sequence values 
With eXpected ?rst and second data values stored in 
said table and assigned to a respective one of said 
four distinct transitions, and calculating accumulated 
distance values for each of said four distinct transi 
tions; 

an operator means for selecting, Within the group 
including each of said ?rst through fourth state 
memories, one of tWo possible transitions for each of 
said third and fourth state memories, depending on a 
smaller of said accumulated distance values, and 
determining a given candidate symbol from the 
oldest transition of said associated path; and 

selection means for determining a minimum distance 
value from a plurality of said accumulated distance 
values corresponding to respective transitions into 
states corresponding to said third and fourth state 
memories, and thereby selecting the transition Whose 
associated said candidate symbol is delivered as an 
output bit; 

Wherein Writing of neW contents into each of said third 
and fourth state memories of the current group of 
state memories takes place, particularly for said 
fourth state memory yet to be read from in a subse 
quent group of state memories, via said ?rst and 
second delay devices, Wherein each said respective 
delay device is directly coupled to said operator 
means and to a plurality of said state memories 
Which serve to compensate for the time difference 
betWeen the reading of old contents and the Writing 
of neW contents in the in the current group of state 
memories. 

2. A method for decoding a data sequence encoded by 
means of a convolutional code Whose data to be transmitted 
is de?ned at each instant of reception by one out of a number 
of possible states, said method comprising the steps of: 

storing With a given number of state memories an asso 
ciated path and an accumulated distance value; 

associating said given number of state memories With 
parallel processing blocks, each of Which, as a smallest 
group including ?rst, second, third, and fourth state 
memories to be processed in parallel, said ?rst state 
memory and said second state memory being read from 
and said third state memory and said fourth state 
memory being Written into; 

linking each of said ?rst, second, third, and fourth state 
memories via four distinct transitions; 

determining neW contents of said given number of state 
memories from received ?rst and second values of said 
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data sequence by means of a stored table and respective 
?rst and second delay devices; 

computing neW ?rst and second distance values for the 
group including each of said ?rst through fourth state 
memories by comparing said ?rst and second data 
sequence values With eXpected ?rst and second data 
values stored in said table and assigned to a respective 
one of said four distinct transitions; 

calculating accumulated distance values for each of said 
four distinct transitions; 

selecting, Within the group including each of said ?rst 
through fourth state memories, one of tWo possible 
transitions for each of said third and fourth state 
memories, depending on a smaller of said accumulated 
distance values corresponding to respective transitions 
into states corresponding to said third and fourth state 
memories; 

determining a given candidate symbol from the oldest 
transition of said associated path; 

determining a minimum distance value from a plurality of 
said accumulated distance values, thereby selecting the 
transition Whose associated said candidate symbol is 
delivered as an output bit; and 

Writing of neW contents into each of said third and fourth 
state memories of the current group of state memories 
taking place, particularly for said fourth state memory 
yet to be read from in a subsequent group of state 
memories, via said ?rst and second delay devices, 
Which serve to compensate for the time difference 
betWeen the reading of old contents and the Writing of 
neW contents in the current group of state memories, 
and arranging said given number of state memories 
according to binary ascending states, so that in each of 
the groups of said given number of state memories. said 
?rst and second state memories form adjacent pairs and 
said third and fourth state memories being said given 
number divided by tWo storage positions apart. 

3. The method in accordance With claim 2, Wherein for 
said given number of state memories arranged according to 
binary ascending states, said method further comprises the 
steps of assigning the numbers 0 to said given number minus 
1 in ascending order, and dividing into four like areas in 
accordance With said numbers 0 to said given number minus 
1. 

4. The method in accordance With claim 3, Wherein said 
like areas comprise a ?rst area formed from even numbered 
ones of said given number of state memories numbered from 
0 to said given number divided by tWo, minus tWo; 

a second area formed from odd numbered ones of said 
given number of state memories numbered from 1 to 
said given number divided by tWo, minus 1; 

a third area formed from even numbered ones of said 
given state memories numbered from said given num 
ber divided by tWo to said given number minus tWo; 
and 

a fourth area formed from odd numbered ones of said 
given number of state memories numbered from said 
given number divided by tWo, plus 1, to said given 
number minus 1. 

5. The method in accordance With claim 4, further com 
prising the step of addressing said given number of state 
memories via an appropriate one of said ?rst, second, third 
and fourth areas and an incrementable address, said incre 
mentable address de?ning the relative position of the state 
memory in the respective one of said ?rst, second, third and 
fourth areas, said relative position beginning at a start value 
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of 0 and ending at an end value of said given number divided 
by four, minus 1. 

6. The method in accordance With claim 5, further com 
prising the step of selecting, during an evaluation cycle, the 
state memories in each said ?rst through fourth areas, and 
incrementing said incremental address from said start value 
to said end value. 

7. The method in accordance With claim 6, Wherein each 
of said ?rst, second, third and fourth areas is connected to a 
separate read bus and a separate Write bus, and the selection 
of the four read buses and the four Write buses is made by 
one of a sWitch and multipleXer. 

8. The method in accordance With claim 2, further com 
prising the step of determining said ?rst distance value and 
said second distance value from a pair of said received ?rst 
and second said data sequence values as distances to the 
logic 0 and 1 positions. 

9. The method in accordance With claim 2, further com 
prising the step of determining an analog or logic distance 
range betWeen the logic 0 and 1 position, by the received 
?rst and second said data sequence values and dividing said 
analog or logic distance range into a given odd number of 
quantization ranges. 

10. The method in accordance With claim 9, further 
comprising the step of successively encoding said quanti 
Zation ranges by means of a certain number B of bits, With 
a given middle of said quantiZation range serving as a 
neutral distance value. 

11. The method in accordance With claim 10, Wherein said 
?rst and said second distance values are multiplied by a 
given factor Which is less than the value one, to form a 
product Which is present as a binary coded digit. 

12. The method in accordance With claim 11, Wherein for 
said binary coded digit, said certain number B of bits are 
used to form relative distance values Which are assigned to 
individual said quantiZation ranges. 

13. The method in accordance With claim 12, Wherein an 
offset value is added to the product, Which is not shortened 
in terms of its number of bits, said offset value being so 
preset that said middle quantiZation range is symmetrical 
With respect to said neutral distance value. 

14. The method in accordance With claim 2, Wherein each 
of said ?rst and second distance values is determined by an 
approximation method. 

15. Alogical block for decoding a data sequence encoded 
by means of a convolutional code Whose data to be trans 
mitted is de?ned at each instant of reception by one out of 
a number of possible states, said logical block comprising: 

a given number of state memories, each storing an asso 
ciated path and an accumulated distance value, said 
given number of state memories being associated With 
parallel processing blocks, each of Which, as a smallest 
group, including ?rst, second, third, and fourth state 
memories to be processed in parallel, said ?rst state 
memory and said second state memory being read from 
and said third state memory and said fourth state 
memory being Written into, each of said ?rst, second, 
third, and fourth state memories being linked via four 
distinct transitions; and 

control and arithmetic means for determining neW con 
tents of said given number of state memories from 
received ?rst and second values of said data sequence 
by means of a stored table and respective ?rst and 
second delay devices, said control and arithmetic sec 
tion including: 
distance computing means for computing neW ?rst and 

second distance values for the group including each 
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12 
of said ?rst through fourth state memories by com 
paring said ?rst and second data sequence values 
With eXpected ?rst and second data values stored in 
said table and assigned to a respective one of said 
four distinct transitions, and calculating accumulated 
distance values for each of said four distinct transi 
tions; 

an operator means for selecting, Within the group 
including each of said ?rst through fourth state 
memories, one of tWo possible transitions for each of 
said third and fourth state memories, depending on a 
smaller of said accumulated distance values, and 
determining a given candidate symbol from the 
oldest transition of said associated path; and 

selection means for determining a minimum distance 
value from a plurality of said accumulated distance 
values corresponding to respective transitions into 
states corresponding to said third and fourth state 
memories, and thereby selecting the transition Whose 
associated said candidate symbol is delivered as an 
output bit; 

Wherein Writing of neW contents into each of said third and 
fourth state memory of the current group of state memories 
takes place, particularly for said fourth state memory yet to 
be read from in a subsequent group of state memories, via 
said ?rst and second delay devices, Which serve to compen 
sate for the time difference betWeen the reading of old 
contents and the Writing of neW contents in the current group 
of state memories, and Wherein said given number of state 
memories are arranged according to binary ascending states, 
so that in each of the groups of state memories, said ?rst and 
second state memories form adjacent pairs and said third and 
fourth state memories are said given number divided by tWo 
storage positions apart. 

16. The logical block in accordance With claim 15, 
Wherein said given number of state memories arranged 
according to binary ascending states are assigned the num 
bers 0 to said given number minus 1 in ascending order, and 
divided into four like areas in accordance With said numbers 
0 to said given number minus 1, said like areas including 

a ?rst area formed from even numbered ones of said given 
number of state memories numbered from 0 to said 
given number divided by tWo, minus tWo; 

a second area formed from odd numbered ones of said 
given number of state memories numbered from 1 to 
said given number divided by tWo, minus 1; 

a third area formed from even numbered ones of said 

given state memories numbered from said given num 
ber divided by tWo to said given number minus tWo; 
and 

a fourth area formed from odd numbered ones of said 
given number of state memories numbered from said 
given number divided by tWo, plus 1, to said given 
number minus 1; 

Wherein said given number of state memories are addressed 
via the appropriate one of said ?rst, second, third and fourth 
areas and an incrementable address, said incrementable 
address de?ning the relative position of the state memory in 
the respective one of said ?rst, second, third and fourth 
areas, said relative position beginning at a start value of 0 
and ending at an end value of said given number divided by 
four, minus 1. 

17. The logical block in accordance With claim 16, 
Wherein during an evaluation cycle for selecting the state 
memories in each of said ?rst through fourth areas, said 
control and arithmetic means increments said incremental 
address from said start value to said end value, and the 
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selection of each said ?rst through fourth area takes place 
according to a sequence determined in said control and 
arithmetic means. 

18. The logical block in accordance with claim 17, 
Wherein each of said ?rst, second, third and fourth areas is 
connected to a separate read bus and a separate Write bus, 
and the selection of the four read buses and the four Write 
buses is made by one of a sWitch and rnultipleXer controlled 
by said control and arithmetic means. 

19. The logical block in accordance with claim 15, 
Wherein said distance cornputing rneans deterrnines an initial 
said distance value and said ?rst distance value from a pair 
of the received ?rst and second said data sequence values as 
distances to the logic 0 and 1 positions. 

20. The logical block in accordance with claim 15, 
Wherein an analog or logic distance range betWeen the logic 
0 and 1 position, determined by said received ?rst and 
second said data sequence values, is divided into a given odd 
number of quantiZation ranges. 

21. The logical block according to claim 20, Wherein said 
quantiZation ranges are successively encoded by means of a 
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certain number B of bits, With a given middle of said 
quantiZation range serving as a neutral distance value. 

22. The logical block in accordance with claim 20, 
Wherein each of said ?rst and said second distance values for 
the group are multiplied by a given factor Which is less than 
the value one to form a product Which is present as a binary 
coded digit. 

23. The logical block in accordance with claim 22, 
Wherein for said binary coded digit, said certain number B 
of bits are used to form relative distance values Which are 
assigned to individual said quantiZation ranges. 

24. The logical block in accordance with claim 23, 
Wherein an offset value is added to the product, Which is not 
shortened in terms of its number of bits, said offset value 
being preset so that said middle quantiZation range is 
symmetrical With respect to said neutral distance value. 

25. The logical block in accordance with claim 15, 
Wherein each of said ?rst and second distance values is 
determined by an approximation method. 

* * * * * 


